TWO-FACED

Even though we’re partial to
lipstick, it doesn’t mean gloss is
dead to us. Jacob Lip Duos
($10 each, jacob.ca) feature
both in one tube, in the event
that we feel like a swipe.

fashion loves

Smith Farms Vitamin-Rich Hand

Cream ($18, smithfarmsproducts.com),
because the sisters behind this homegrown
green skin-care line not only harvest
ingredients such as lavender from their
family farm in Quebec, but also source
locally made eco-friendly packaging.

SMOKING POTS

Ciaté caused a small riot over
its 3-D caviar manicure, inspired
by an editorial shoot in which
creative director Charlotte Knight
adhered loads of tiny pearls to nail
tips. But the British label’s basic
Paint Pots ($14 each, ebeauty.ca)
are also pretty impressive, with a
solid spread of toxin-free shades.

DOUBLE VISION
Wielded by makeup artist Tom Pecheux at Derek Lam’s
Fall 2012 show, Estée Lauder Sumptuous Two
Tone Eye-Opening Mascara ($32, at department
stores) features both a regular-sized and a tiny brush
that each dispense a different shade. Making the top
lashes darker than the lower ones is an eye-widening
trick that Pecheux has had up his sleeve for years.

MOST
WANTED
by sarah daniel

Tucked inside a Pucci-fied pouch
in a design called Winter Capri,
Guerlain by Emilio Pucci
Terra Azzurra Bronzing Powder
& Blush ($76, at department
stores) delivers an Italian
Riviera–inspired sun-kissed glow.

EXTRA CREDIT
The latest concealers have bulked
up their CVs with some extracurricular activities. Perricone
MD No Concealer Concealer ($45,
at Sephora) packs SPF 35 and hyaluronic acid to plump fine lines, while
Clinique Even Better Concealer
($23, at drugstores) is infused with
skin-brightening vitamin C.

SHIP in a BOTTLE

A beachy spinoff to her first fragrance, Diane von
Furstenberg’s Sunny Diane ($65, at department
stores) blends mandarin and frangipani. It’s also laced
with sea-breeze accords, which we imagine is a nod to the
designer’s sailing trips on her supersize yacht.
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